Alaska and Arctic Maritime Professionals

Please join us for

Maritime Communications and Connectivity
Virtual Assessment

26, 27, 28 October 2021

This Virtual Assessment will consist of presentations on communications challenges and future uses for increased connectivity along with Industry participation in highlighting emerging technologies. The Virtual Assessment will include liberal use of virtual breakout groups to discuss near-term, mid-term, and long-term technologies and identify connectivity transition, utilization, and integration strategies and pathways. The Arctic Domain Awareness Center and the Alaska and Arctic Maritime Communications and Connectivity Analysis Project team look forward to your participation in this event as we seek to identify and further explore the current and future communications needs of Alaskan and Arctic operators and technologies to serve those needs in the future.

This Virtual Assessment will provide an orienting and deliberative plenary forum to engage participants followed by breakout group discussions to gain insights and identify follow-on items of interest to the Alaskan and Arctic Maritime Community.

(8:00 AM – 12:30 PM AK / 12:00 PM – 4:30 PM ET)

Register for this Virtual Event at: https://arcticdomainawarenesscenter.org/Events

Questions? Please contact: ADAC Associate Director Jason “Olaf” Roe at jtroe2@Alaska.edu